LIST OF SUSPECTS for expansion pack #1

All expansion pack players are optional and can be played in any combination. For the full character
list of all players, download the free invitation that includes the expansion pack players, which is
located on the expansion pack page on My Mystery Party.

CHARACTER NAME AND
OCCUPATION

MONARCH
Villain
Optional Female

GOLD
Hero
Optional Either

POISON
Hero
Optional Female

JESTER
Villain
Optional Either

CHARACTER DESCRIPTION

COSTUME
SUGGESTIONS

Monarch is an arrogant villain from
Paris, France. She has an army of
butterflies that are always waiting for her
to summon them. You may think
butterflies are sweet creatures, but once
you see how ruthless they can be –
you’ll never look at them the same.
Monarch is known to throw violent
temper tantrums when she doesn’t get
her way.

Any costume that has
butterflies on it. You
can make them out of
paper and simply
adhere them to any
unitard, shirt, etc. with
tape or fabric glue. Use
face makeup to paint
butterflies on your face
& hands.

Gold is an obnoxious semi-professional
wrestler and budding superhero from
Texas. S/he has recently started to
comb the streets of Austin on a nightly
basis, but the Austin Police Department
think s/he is nothing but a buffoon in a
costume looking for a fight. Gold would
love to one day prove s/he is an asset to
the police department.

Gold mask of any kind
and an outrageous
superhero costume or
leather outfit, etc.

Poison has always teetered on both
sides of the law, but in the end, crime
fighters all know she has their backs.
She recently was inducted as an official
member of the Freedom League and
Gandore hopes that will be enough to
keep Poison on the good side where
she belongs. Poison loves to travel, so
she really doesn’t have a place that she
calls home.

Green superhero
costume with a red wig.
Leaves, ivy, etc. as
accents to your costume
and makeup.

Jester is a drifting villain who wreaks
havoc wherever s/he goes. Jester is a
friend to no one, but claims to be allied
with the villains of the world. Jester’s
mean spirited nature might have been
caused from an alien spider bite that
gave him/her powers to shape-shift into
inanimate objects. However, the more
Jester uses superpowers, the more alien
in appearance s/he appears.

Black cloak or hoodie
with zombie-like
makeup.

PARADOXO
Villain
Optional Either

MASSIVE
MOUSE
Hero
Optional Either

WAVE
RUNNER
Villain
Optional Female

PRINCESS
GUSTAVIA
Hero
Optional Female

Paradoxo was once listed at the top of
the prestigious Fordes Magazine list of
Entrepreneurs of the Year. Now, this
multi-millionaire spends his/her time
inventing weapons to use against the
superheroes of the world. Paradoxo has
made it his/her life mission to see to it
that all superheroes are exterminated.
Sources say this is because something
happened to Paradoxo as a child and
s/he wants revenge.

Steampunk eyepiece
and a superhero
costume with
steampunk gears &
gadgets. Find
interesting weapons,
lights to call weapons,
etc. as props.

Massive Mouse is a bumbling superhero
from California who is trying to make it to
the Hollywood big screen. Massive
Mouse hasn’t landed many acting gigs,
so s/he has recently turned to crime
fighting. Villains flee the scene of the
crime when Massive Mouse appears,
but mostly because they don’t take
him/her seriously. Some villains have
reported that they thought they were
being filmed for a prank show.

Any superhero costume
with mouse makeup.
Optional to have mouse
ears and a tail.

Wave Runner is a thief who is notorious
for burglarizing businesses and
residences along the coast line. She
always gets away from the police using
a stealth jet ski with a silenced engine.
Nobody knows where Wave Runner
lives, but they know when she strikes,
as she leaves her calling card of a
yellow rose.

Any type of water
themed superhero
costume. A thick line of
eyeliner in a wave
shape coming to a point
as theatrical makeup.
Optional to carry a
yellow rose.

Princess Gustavia currently resides in
Canada but was originally a princess
from the planet Xenon. After landing on
Earth, she discovered her ability to
control metal. She decided to stay on
this planet to use her newfound powers
to fight crime. The princess can be a
tad spoiled at times, as she is used to
people waiting on her hand and foot.

Princess costume.
Crown as an optional
accessory.

There are alternative name tags in the kit with female pictures for Gold,
Paradoxo, and Massive Mouse.

